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- Firefighters extinguish 3rd-alarm fire at vacant Carousel Mall in San Bernardino
- Tropical Storm Kay rain aids battle against Radford Fire, but blaze may still burn for weeks
- Person critically injured after possibly being ejected in rollover crash on I-15 in Cajon Pass
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SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. (KABC) -- Firefighters extinguished a third-alarm fire Sunday morning at the vacant Carousel Mall building in San Bernardino, officials said.

Firefighters responded shortly before 9 a.m. to the structure at the intersection of East and Second streets, according to the San Bernardino County Fire Department. They arrived to find flames and smoke emanating from the second floor.

The fire was well-established on that floor and spreading laterally as firefighters went into offensive mode and requested a second and then third alarm, officials said.

The incident commander at the scene advised "zone retreat on a portion of the building with structural integrity issues," the Fire Department tweeted shortly after 11 a.m. "Firefighters remain offensive, making good progress."

About 30 minutes later, officials announced that the fire had been knocked down.

No injuries were reported.

The cause of the fire is under investigation.
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Despite firefighting gains and evacuation orders being reduced to warnings, authorities as of Sunday had set the Redford Fire an “estimated containment date” three weeks out, on Sept 30. Big Bear Fire Department.

Firefighters have made progress against a more than 1,000-acre fire south of Big Bear Lake thanks to rain from Tropical Storm Kay, but nearly three weeks of burning may still be in store before the blaze is fully contained.

The officially-dubbed "Radford Fire," first spotted near the Snow Summit Ski Resort on Labor Day afternoon, stood at about 1,079 acres with 65% of its spread contained as of Sunday morning, per an update by authorities on an InciWeb page for the fire. It fueled evacuation orders, highway and business closures, and reports of smoke by High Desert residents a few dozen miles north — all while rapidly growing at just 2% containment north of State Route 38 during its first few days.

A unified command of the U.S. Forest Service, San Bernardino County's fire and sheriff's departments, and Big Bear Fire Department got an assist from showers linked to Tropical Storm Kay that began Thursday and are expected to persist into Monday.

In turn, more than 400 personnel from those agencies were able to increase their containment of the blaze to 40% as it reached 1,088 acres Thursday night, the San Bernardino National Forest Service reported. That progress furthered with about 0.33 inch of rain falling on the fire-affected area Saturday, the InciWeb page stated.

Yet, despite further improvements over the weekend, authorities as of Sunday had set the Radford Fire for an "estimated containment date" of the end of this month, Sept. 30.

Lingering moisture is set to continue aiding the firefight "before a gradual drying trend starts on Monday," per the InciWeb page. Still, firefighters predict minimal activity and growth beyond "smoldering and creeping" for the blaze in the next couple days.

"Intermittent Wet weather will continue to limit fire spread, activity and escalation. Heavy fuels will continue to burn out within the interior of the fire," authorities said Sunday on the InciWeb page, specifying timber as the primary "fuels involved" in the blaze.
Officials last Thursday held a Radford Fire Community Meeting at Big Bear Lake City Hall where they reiterated to the public that improvements were being made, with caveats such as "we're not out of the woods" on what they called a "stubborn and complex" blaze.

The fire's effects on daily life have lessened as rain cuts down on its intensity.

Caltrans last Wednesday reported the wildfire had caused it to close a stretch of State Route 38, from Frontage Road in Angelus Oaks to Lakewood Drive just southeast of Big Bear City, but the agency reported Sunday that no such restrictions were still in place.

With that, the Sheriff's Department last Thursday said all evacuation orders in areas near the fire had been downgraded to evacuation warnings. The orders had previously sent people seeking shelter from three sizable regions: one in the areas of Cedar Lake, Red Ant Canyon, and Clarks Summit; one in the area of north and northeast Barton Flats; and one in the area west of Big Bear Mountain Golf Course.

"These areas are open to RESIDENTS ONLY," read a Sheriff's post on Twitter announcing the downgrade of evacuation orders to warnings. "Please use caution when returning to your homes and be mindful of emergency personnel and equipment still working in the area."

The Federal Aviation Administration has also issued a Temporary Flight Restriction for all non-firefighting flyers over areas affected by the fire. "Any private aircraft or drone that violates the TFR could face serious criminal charges," the InciWeb page reads.

The cause of the fire remains under investigation. A closure remains in effect for areas of the San Bernardino National Forest that site in and around the fire, which are detailed in an active emergency order by the local USFS division.
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CAJON PASS, Calif. (VVNG.com) — A person was critically injured after possibly being ejected in a rollover crash on the southbound I-15 freeway in the Cajon Pass.

The two-vehicle crash involving a black Range Rover and a black GMC pickup truck was reported at 12:33 pm, north of Highway 138, near the escape ramp and involved.

For reasons still under investigation, the Range Rover lost control and overturned multiple times before coming to a stop on a dirt slope along the right shoulder. Callers reported a person was possibly ejected and down on their side.

San Bernardino County Fire arrived on scene and reported they had a total of two patients. One with critical injuries and the other with minor injuries, and both were transported by ground ambulances to nearby hospitals.

Southbound traffic ‘going down the hill’ on the I-15 was backed up to Ranchero Road in Hesperia due to the incident.

Caltrans was advised of an electronic speed sign that was damaged in the accident. The California Highway Patrol is handling the investigation and additional information will be updated as it becomes available.